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About Us
In all the rooms, be it drawing room, bed room, study room or dining room, one of the major things
that truly and simply after changing gives a soothing effect to the space and makes it look good is
ﬂoor surface. But changing the surface of the space is not easy as it requires much effort and
money. One way you can transform dull room into a vibrant one is by using carpets and rugs. In
helping you doing so is our company, Floorscapes Carpets Pvt. Limited.
We are a modern trader and importer of most elegant, royal looking, light/heavy in weight and
attractive Nylon Carpets, Acrylic Carpets, Cotton Rugs, and more. In addition to carpets and rugs,
we are offering LVT and Carpet Tiles. In all our offerings, customers would ﬁnd perfect coupling of
comfort and style as our range is designed by vendors to render not only comfort at feet but to
create an ambiance so amazing.
When buying carpets, rugs and many more products, modern customers give preference to design,
color, shape, appearance, material and money. Keeping in mind these factors, we source most
practical to use and reasonable at price carpets and rugs. By practical, we mean longer serving,
attractive in appearance, smooth at surface and colour that is appealing to eye Nylon Carpets,
Cotton Rugs, and more are shopped by us for Indian clients, so that their hard earned money is
spent on right products which in terms from service life to price, prove worthy investment.
We are a Secunderabad, Telangana (India) based company that serves in Indian marketplaces a
wide variety of Carpet Tiles, Nylon Carpets, Cotton Rugs, and other ﬂooring solutions. We have all
variety, designs, sizes and shapes of products to offer to our customers. We import all these
aforesaid items from 'Mohawk Group', having existence in South America, Toronto, Europe and
more. We have a huge warehousing capacity for storing and packing of these products
systematically and carefully.

Key Fact
Nature of Business: Importer, Supplier & Trader
No. of Employees: 60
Year of Establishment: 2006
Year of Establishment: Warehousing Facility
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Our Products

Mindful Stripe - Carpet Tiles

First One Up II - Carpet Tiles

Mindful - Carpet Tiles

Carpet Tiles - Nutopia Collection

Homegrown - Carpet Tiles

Twining - Carpet Tiles

Timeline - Carpet Tiles

Step Up II - Carpet Tiles

Outer Layers Tile 12BY36
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Relative Degree Tile

Rendered Reality Tile

Blurred Lines Tile

Mindful Stripe Tile

Mindful Tile

Learnado_13003_416

Active Tec Slate Luxury Vinyl Flooring

Mixte Stripe Luxury Vinyl Flooring

Mixte Solid Luxury Vinyl Flooring
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Contact Us
2-4-81, Kishan Singh Grandeur, Shamlal Colony,
Sikh Village Road, Secunderabad - 500009,
Telangana, India

Mr. C. S. R. Murthy (Director)

csrmurthy@floorscapes.in
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